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The Choice Between Market Failures and Corruption
By DARON ACEMOGLUAND THIERRYVERDIER*

Because governmentinterventiontransfers resourcesfrom one party to another, it
creates room for corruption.As corruption often underminesthe purpose of the
intervention,governmentswill try to prevent it. They may create rentsfor bureaucrats, induce a misallocationof resources, and increase the size of the bureaucracy.
Since preventing all corruptionis excessively costly, second-best interventionmay
involve a certain fraction of bureaucrats accepting bribes. When corruption is
harder to prevent, there may be both more bureaucrats and higher public-sector
wages. Also, the optimal degree of governmentinterventionmay be nonmonotonic
in the level of income. (JEL D23, 1140)

Inefficiencies associatedwith governmentinterventions in many developing and even advanced economies are well known (see for
example, Deepak Lal [1985] on misallocation
of resources; Ledivina V. Carino [1986] and
Hernando De Soto [1989] on corruption; or
JohnD. Donahue [1989] on rentsto government
employees). Taking the problems of government involvement seriously, many social scientists prefer to live with market failures rather
than risk widespreadgovernmentfailures (e.g.,
Edward S. Mills, 1986). Others interpret the
presence of governmentcorruptionas evidence
that most politicians are intervening to further
their careeror wealth ratherthan correctmarket
failures (e.g., William A. Niskanen, 1971; Andrei Shleifer and Robert W. Vishny, 1994). In
contrast,anotherview points to a trade-off between governmentfailures and marketfailures.
This view is seldom formalized or developed,
however, and we lack an understandingas to
why government interventiondesigned to correct marketfailures also leads to corruptionand
inefficiencies.' As a consequence, without a

theory of "governmentfailure," we are often
unable to determine whether a certain government interventionis justified when the distortions it brings are taken into account.
This paper develops a simple frameworkto
analyze the links between governmentinterventions and governmentfailures.We startwith the
textbook model of governmentas a benevolent
social plannerinterveningto correctmarketfailures. To this, we add three basic assumptions:

* Acemoglu: Departmentof Economics, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, 50 Memorial Drive, Cambridge,
MA; Verdier:DELTA-ENS, 48, Boulevard Jourdan,Paris
75405, France, and CERAS. We thank two anonymous
referees, and James Robinson, Jaume Ventura,and various
seminarparticipantsfor useful comments.
' Susan Rose-Ackerman(1978 p. 9) also motivates her
inquiry into corruption with a similar observation. She
writes: "... corruptincentives are the nearly inevitable consequence of all government attempts to control market
forces ...." However, she does not pursuethis line to discuss

the optimalmixtureof marketfailure and corruption,which
is the focus of our paper.
2 See Maurice Crozier (1964), Guy B. Peters (1989), or
James Q. Wilson (1989) on the role and duties of bureaucracies. These studies substantiateour assumptionthat it is
not possible to have government intervention without a
sizable bureaucracyand that bureaucratswill have an informational advantage over their "principal."For example,
Peters (1989 p. 196) writes: "The first and perhaps most
importantresource of the bureaucracyis informationand
expertise."
194

1. Governmentinterventionrequiresthe use of
agents ("bureaucrats"for short) to collect
information,make decisions, and implement
policies.2
2. These bureaucratsare self-interested,and by
virtue of their superiorinformation,hard to
monitor perfectly.
3. There is some heterogeneityamong bureaucrats.
These three assumptionsimply that when the
marketfailure in question is important,the op-
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timal allocation of resources will involve a
certain degree of government intervention,accompaniedby a large governmentbureaucracy,
rents for public employees, misallocationof resources, and possibly, corruption. Paradoxically, we also find that when bureaucratsare
corruptible,the optimal size of the government
is greater than in the case where corruptionis
not possible. These government failures, however, are not proof thatgovernmentintervention
is socially harmful. Instead, they may indicate
the unavoidable price of dealing with rnarket
failures.
To illustratethe main idea of the paper,consider what is perhapsthe most standardexample
of governmentintervention:taxing pollution (or
any other negative externality). A benevolent
governmentwould ideally tax pollution and ensure that all firms pollute less. But it is often
costly to observe how much pollution a particular firm is causing and whetherthey took precautions. So the government employs
bureaucratsto collect information and implement policies. The fact that the government
needs to employ agents, who would otherwise
be productive, increases the cost of intervention. More interestingly, it also introduces a
principal-agent relation whereby bureaucrats
transferresources on the basis of information
they have and the government (the principal)
does not. This reasoning leads to our first basic
result: because government intervention designed to correct market failures requires the
use of bureaucratsto make decisions, it will
create opportunitiesfor these employees to be
corruptand demandbribes.
Corruption,by misdirecting subsidies or reducing tax revenues, underminesthe purposeof
government intervention.We therefore expect
the governmentto institutemechanismsto prevent corruption.An importantinstrumentin this
effort is incentive payments (e.g., Gary S.
Becker, 1968; Becker and George J. Stigler,
1974; Rose-Ackerman, 1978). Furthermore,
when bureaucratsare credit constrained,these
incentive payments will take the form of "efficiency wages." Public employees will receive
monetary and nonpecuniaryrents, which they
will lose if caught taking bribes. Nevertheless,
given some degree of heterogeneityamong bureaucrats, it is often optimal not to pay the
excessive rents requiredto prevent all corrup-
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tion. As a result, governmentinterventionleads
both to a certain amount of corruptionand to
rents for governmentemployees.
Our analysis yields a numberof comparative
static results which may be useful in assessing
the trade-off between market failures and governmentfailures. We find that when monitoring
bureaucratsbecomes more difficult,they should
receive higher wages, and governmentintervention should become relatively rare. But if government intervention continues to be required
despite the increased difficulty of monitoring,
the number of bureaucrats and their wages
should increase, very much as if the bureaucracy were expanding to seek additionalrents.
The intuitionfor this result-is informativeabout
the workings of our model. Governmentintervention has two instruments: the number of
bureaucratsand their wages. When there are
many bureaucrats,each firm is likely to be
inspected, and a small fine on polluters is sufficient to discouragepollution. Because the fine
is small, there is only a small bribe that the
bureaucratcan extract. In contrast, with few
bureaucrats,the fines need to be large and there
is more room for corruption.When bureaucrats
become harderto monitor, the optimal government intervention will use both instruments
more intensively. That is, the government will
hire more bureaucratsand pay higher wages.
Furthermore,the optimal degree of government interventionmay be nonmonotonicin the
per capita income level of the economy. An
increase in output in a poor economy tends to
increase the desirability of government intervention, but has the opposite effect in a rich
country.The reason for the predicteddecline in
governmentinterventionin rich countriesis that
the opportunitycost of governmentintervention
is the withdrawalof agents from the productive
sector. In richer economies, the productivityin
the private sector is higher, so, the opportunity
cost of governmentinterventionis also greater.
Unless the extent of market failures increases
relatively rapidly with per capita income, the
optimal size of government declines at some
point. The nonmonotonic relation between income and governmentinterventionin our model
contrasts with some existing theories, such as
the so called "Wagner's Law," which predict
increasing government intervention over time.
Although our model is extremely simple, this
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comparativestatic result may help us in analyzing the variationsin the degree of government
involvement across countries and over time.
Another result is that corruption should be
observed as part of an optimal allocation when
the marketfailure in question is important,and
the fraction of "dishonest"bureaucrats(those
who are harderto detect when taking bribes) is
relatively low. This result may suggest that situations where the majority of bureaucratsare
corrupt, as in some less developed countries
(LDCs) are harder to rationalize as "optimal"
governmentinterventionthan instances of more
occasional corruptionin the OECD.
Many other studies emphasize the costs of
corruption(e.g., Robert Klitgaard, 1989; Shleifer and Vishny, 1993; Paulo Mauro, 1995). We
depart from these papers by emphasizing the
unavoidability of corruption (see also RoseAckerman, 1978). We argue instead that in
many instances, markets malfunction and government intervention is necessary. Corruption
associated with such interventions may therefore be the lesser of two evils. This is relatedto
an argument made by Nathaniel Leff (1964),
but there is a crucial difference. According to
Leff (1964), and more recently DeSoto (1989),
corruptionis often unavoidablebecause governments distort the allocation of resources, and
corruptionis the way that the marketbypasses
the regulations. The optimal policy, in Leff's
view, is therefore to eliminate government intervention. In our story, the market, not the
government,is the culprit. The governmentintervenes to redress marketfailures, and corruption emerges as an unpleasant side effect of
necessary intervention.Our work is also closely
related to the principal-agent approachto law
enforcement (e.g., Becker, 1968; Becker and
Stigler, 1974; Rose-Ackerman, 1978; Dilip
Mookherjee and I. P. L. Png, 1992, 1995; Abhijit Banerjee, 1997) and to the literature on
optimal regulation under asymmetric information and regulatory capture (see Jean Jacques
Laffont and Jean Tirole, 1993). In a related
contribution,Banerjee(1997) considersa model
where bureaucratshave superior information
relative to the governmentwishing to allocate a
limited set of goods to agents who are not the
ones with the highest willingness to pay. Bureaucratsare corrupt and may even introduce
red tape in order to increase the amount of
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bribes they can extract.However, in all of these
papers, the approachis partialequilibrium,and
the costs and benefits of government intervention are not analyzed together. In contrast,our
general-equilibriumapproach is importantfor
many of our key results, including the finding
that the numberof bureaucratsand their wages
should be higher when they are harderto monitor, and the nonmonotonic relation between per

capita income and governmentintervention.
The plan of the paper is as follows. The next
section outlines the basic environmentand characterizes the optimal allocation in the absence
of corruptionconstraints.Section II characterizes the optimal allocationwhen bureaucratsare
corruptible. This section obtains most of the
importantresults of this paper but because all
bureaucratsare homogenous, there is no equilibriumcorruption.Section III extends the analysis to the case of heterogenousbureaucratsand
determinesthe conditions under which the optimal allocation will involve some of these bureaucratsacceptingbribes. Section IV considers
some extensions, and Section IV concludes.
I. The Basic Model
We consider a static economy consisting of a
continuum of risk-neutralagents with mass l.
For now all agents are homogeneous. They can
choose between two activities:they can become
entrepreneurs,or if there is a government,they
can become government employees (bureaucrats). Entrepreneursalso have two choices.
They can choose one of two technologies: "bad"
or "good." Both technologies generate output
equal to y. However, their costs differ. The bad
technology costs 0, whereas the good technology costs e where 0 < e < y.
We choose the terminology "bad" and
"good"because good technologies create a positive externality.Let n be the mass (fraction)of
entrepreneursin this economy and x c n be the
mass of entrepreneurschoosing the good technology. We assume that there is a positive nonpecuniary effect on the payoff of all agents
equal to O3x.Moreover, we have f3 > e so that
this externalityis strongenough to outweigh the
private costs. We also assume that the cost of
choosing the good technology, e, is nonpecuniary. These assumptionssimplify the analysis by
making maximum taxes independent of tech-
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nology choices, but do not affect our basic
results.
A. The Laissez-Faire Equilibrium
and the First Best
In the decentralizedequilibrium,there is no
government, so all agents become entrepreneurs, hence n = 1. The payoffs to the two
activities are:
(1)

Trg=

y + 3 x-e,

7Tb=

y + f3 x.

Therefore, 7Tb > lTg for all x, and the unique
equilibriumhas n = 1 and x - 0.
Since , > e, the firstbest is given by n - 1
andx = 1: all agents become entrepreneursand
choose the good technology. However, this outcome is not sustainableas a decentralizedequilibrium because, as in a standard prisoner's
dilemma, each individual has a dominantstrategy, which is to choose the bad technology.
Essentially, entrepreneursdo not take into account the externalities they create on other
agents.
B. OptimalRegulation WithoutCorruption
We now consider governmentinterventionto
regulate technology choice. Throughoutthe paper, we assume that the governmentintervenes
to maximize social surplus. So there are no
distributionalconcerns or rent seeking by the
government itself. If technology choices of
agents were publicly observable, the first best
could be achieved. It is realistic, however, to
assume thattechnology choices are not publicly
observed. The government needs to employ
some agents as bureaucratsto inspect entrepreneurs, and find out what technology is being
used. We assume that one bureaucratcan inspect only one entrepreneur.This assumptionis
of no major importance,but the fact that regulation requiresthe employmentof bureaucratsis
crucial for our analysis.

3Appendix B (availableupon request)gives the analysis
for the case in which each bureaucratinspects 0 entrepreneurs. The qualitative results are identical, and 0 gives
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In this section, we ignore the corruptionproblem, and assume that bureaucratsalways report
truthfully.In the absence of furtherconstraints,
the optimal strategy for the governmentwould
be to have a trivialproportionof agents become
bureaucrats, randomly inspect entrepreneurs,
and impose infinite taxes/subsidies. This strategy would minimize the withdrawalof agents
from the productive sector. However, in practice, there will be limited liability constraints
limiting taxes, and a government budget constraintdeterminingthe amountthatcan be given
away in subsidies. This is the first important
role of the limited liability constraints in this
economy.
We denote the tax that an entrepreneurwith
the bad technology has to pay by T, and denote
the subsidy that an entrepreneurwith the good
technology receives by s (both of these are
imposed only if the entrepreneuris inspected).
Note that we do not assume s ? 0, so entrepreneurs with good technology may be taxed
too. We denote the wage of a bureaucratby w.
Since before inspection,it is not known who has
chosen bad technologies, inspection is random.
Therefore, the probabilitythat an entrepreneur
is inspected is p(n)
max{(1 -- n)In, 11,
which is the fraction of bureaucratsdivided by
the fraction of entrepreneurs,unless there are
more bureaucratsthan entrepreneurs.4

anothermeasureof the efficacy of governmentintervention.
In particular,as 0 -- 0o, government intervention is extremelyeffective, and all marketfailurescan be preventedat
minimal cost.
4 Notice that in this environment, it is not possible to
collects taxes withoutinspection.We discuss the case where
the governmentcan impose "poll taxes" without inspecting
technology choices in AppendixC (availableupon request).
In this case, without corruption,the government raises a
large tax revenue via poll taxes, and then sets a large
subsidy, a large public-sector wage, and employs a very
small fractionof agents to inspect technology choices. However, when bureaucratsare corruptible, similar results to
those in the text apply. A high subsidy to good technology
creates strong incentives for corruption,so only moderate
subsidies can be set, and a sizable bureaucracyis necessary
to inspect technology choices. In any case, we view the
assumptions in the text, that taxation is costly, and that
taxation and inspection can be carried out together, as
plausible. Suppose, for example, that the bad technology in
our model correspondsto misleadingshareholdersand creditors, and/or taking excessive financial risks. Then, inspectors who collect taxes can also determine whether a
company has chosen the "bad"technology.
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The exact timing of events is as follows:

see thatthe optimalallocationwould never have
n <

1. The governmentannouncesthe public wage,
w, the tax T, the subsidys, and the maximum
numberof bureaucratsit will hire (1 - n).
2. Agents choose their profession. If there are
more applicants to the government sector
than 1 - n, then 1 - n of them are chosen
randomlyand the remainderenterthe private
sector.
3. Those who enter the private sector choose a
technology. Their technology choice is not
observed by any other agent at this stage.
4. Each bureaucratrandomly inspects one entrepreneur5and discovers whether he has
chosen the good or the bad technology.
5. Each bureaucratthen reportson the technology choice of the entrepreneurhe has inspected. If his report is "good," the
entrepreneurreceives the subsidy s. If the
report is "bad,"then the entrepreneurpays

MARCH2000

(1 - n)ln as

Hence, we use p(n)

1/2.

the probability of getting inspected for an entrepreneur,and then check whethern ? 1/2. As
a result,the second constraint,which we referto
as the technology choice constraint, 7rg?
9

Xb,

takes the form

n

(4)

T

1n

+ s

l-- n

- e.

This constraintensures that all agents prefer to
choose the good technology.
The government cannot force its citizens to
become bureaucrats. The third condition, the
allocation

of talent constraint, therefore en-

sures that agents are willing to become bureaucrats rather than entrepreneurs. This
requires w +? f x? -ag, that is, the payoff
to bureaucracy must be as large as the return
to entrepreneurship.Or:

the tax T.

1-n

As noted above, for now, all bureaucratsalways reporttruthfully,hence there is no corruption. The government is utilitarian, and
maximizes total net surplus:
(2)

SS= ny

+ (f-e)

x

(5)

+ -

w?y-e

s.

n

Finally, we need the revenues of the government not to fall shortof its expenses.The government will have a wage bill equal to (1 - n) - W9
and as long as n
/2, it will pay subsidiesequal
to (1 - n) xln s (since there will be 1 - n
entrepreneursinspectedin total and a proportion
xln of them will have chosen the good technology). It will also collect taxes equal to (1 - n)
(I - xln) * T. The government budget constraint is
therefore:
e

by choosing n, x, w, T, and s, subject to four
constraints,where recall that x is the mass of
agents choosing the good technology.
First, there is a limited liability constraint
which dictates that the government cannot tax
more than the revenue of an entrepreneur:

x

(3)

T cy.

Second, choosing the good technology must
yield a payoff as high as the bad technology.
The expected payoff to the two technologies
+ p(n) * s and 7Tb=
are: -g
y +
x-e
x
y + f3 x - p(n) * T. It is straightforward to

never gets inspectedby two bureaucrats,and as long as n >
1/2, each bureaucratinspects one entrepreneur.Introducing
coordinationproblems does not change our results, though
it complicates the expressions.

x

r
X

w + - S.
n

It is straightforwardto see that the limited
liability constraint(3) has to hold as an equality:
otherwise, T and n could be increased without
violating (4), (5), or (6). The technology choice
constraint, (4), also has to hold as an equality
for the same reason. Then, from (3) and (4) we
have

5There is no coordinationissue here so an entrepreneur

1_ _
n

(6)

T

-

y and s = nl(1

-

n) - e -

y.

Substitutingthese into (5) now gives us a simplified form of the allocation of talent constraint: w

?>

y

-

(1 -- n)ln - y, for n

?> 1/2. If

this inequality did not hold, the public-sector
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wage rate would be too low to attractagents,
and we would have n - 1. Also, rearranging
(6) and using (4), we obtain a more compact
form of the government budget constraint as
w + x/(1 - n) * e ' y. Combining these two
inequalities, and noting that x, the mass of entrepreneurschoosing the good technology, cannot exceed n, we obtainthe constraintset of the
governmentas:

I

v
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---

X--

x=(l- n)2y/ne

n

8

U = ny +(P-e)x

11

-

(7)

i (I ~ n)' y} n}
x -<min1

SSng
n

The characterizationof the optimal allocationis
thereforegiven by the maximizationof (2) subject to (7) and n - 1/2. This problem is represented diagrammatically in Figure 1. Only
combinations of x and n in the triangulararea
are permissible. The objective function to be
maximized, (2), is linear in n and x, thus the
contours are straightlines. Since the constraint
set is nonconvex, it is clear that an optimum
must be either at n =1 (with x = 0), or at x =
n, i.e., at point E in the figure. Which of these
will be preferreddepends on the slope of the
contours of (2).
If n = 1 and x = 0, then social surplus is
SSng
y. Insteadwith x = n in (7), we obtain
a unique solution:

\

sSg
1

x

FIGURE 1. OPTIMAL GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION WITHOUT
THE POTENTIAL OF CORRUPTION

Government regulation is costly as it withdraws agents from productionto employ them
in monitoring activities. It is therefore only
worthwhileif the externalityin question is sufficiently pronounced. In particular, since the
cost of governmentinterventionis the diversion
of agents from production, the benefit of the
intervention,f, needs to be sufficiently large as
comparedto y.
II. Optimal Regulation With Corruption

A. Analysis

(8)

n =-

~y+

~e

ni lies between 1/2and 1 as requiredsince y > e.

Substituting(8) and n = x into (2), we obtain
the social surpluswith optimalgovernmentreg+
ulation as: SSg = (y + 3 - e) * (V/(V
\e')). The comparisonof SSg with SSng leads
to our first result (proof omitted).
PROPOSITION1: Suppose there is no corruption opportunity.Then if
(9)

3>

ye+e

is satisfied, the optimal allocation of resources
has n = x = n given by (8). Otherwise, the
1 and
optimal allocation is laissez-faire (n
x
0).

We now combine two of our three basic
ingredients:(i) the need to employ bureaucrats
to make autonomousdecisions or collect information, and (ii) corruptibility(while the third
ingredient,heterogeneity,is left to the next section). A bureaucratcan exploit the informational advantagehe has over his principal, the
government.This can take either of two forms.
First, upon meeting an entrepreneurwho has
chosen the good technology, a bureaucratcan
threatenthat unless he is bribed he will report
the technology to be bad. Second, when he
meets an entrepreneurwith the bad technology,
he can demanda bribeto reportthe projectto be
good. In both cases the maximum"surplus"that
a bureaucratcan extract is s + T. We assume
that in both cases the bureaucratcan get a proportion a of this amount as bribe.
A corrupt bureaucratwill get caught with
probabilityq. In this case, he suffers the most
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serious punishmentsubject to limited liability;
he loses all his income.6 Note that 1 - q is a
measure of the informationaladvantageof bureaucrats.When q = 0, then corruptbureaucrats are never caught. In contrast, if q
1,
corruption will be immediately detected. We
can also observe the second importantrole of
the limited liability constraint (recall its first
role was to limit taxation): because all agents
are risk neutral,a large punishmentimposed on
bureaucratscaughttakingbribes would discourage corruptionat no cost, and the allocation of
Proposition 1 could be achieved. The limited
liability constraintprevents this.
The timing of events of the previous section
is now modified.In stage 5, each bureaucratfirst
decides whether to make a "collusion"offer to
the entrepreneurwith whom he is matched.If he
decides not to demandbribes, he makes a truthful report,and the game ends as in the previous
section. In case the bureaucratdemandsa bribe,
then his report depends on the entrepreneur's
response. If the entrepreneuraccepts this offer
and pays the bribe, then, exactly at the same
time, the bureaucratmakes the agreed report.If
the entrepreneurrejects the collusion offer, the
bureaucratreportsthe projectto be bad. Finally,
there is a stage 6 in which bureaucrats'reports
are inspected and those who made a false report
are caught with probability q. All revenues
from a bureaucrat who made a false report
and from the corresponding entrepreneurare
confiscated.7
Observe that we are not allowing complicated implementationschemes. Since the entrepreneurand the bureaucratwho have inspected
him share a piece of informationnot observed
by any other agent, they may both be asked to
reportit. Then, there will exist a Nash equilibrium in which there is truthfulrevelation.These
kinds of implementationschemes would always
solve corruptionor collusion problems,but they

are extremely difficult to administer, suffer
from multiple equilibria,and are highly unrealistic. Hence, in this paper we ignore these implementation mechanisms. We also do not
allow complaints by entrepreneurs.Such complaints could change the bargaining game between bureaucrats and entrepreneurs in the
corruptionstage, and would imply that bureaucrats would be able to extract less from entrepreneurs with the good technology without
changingthe essence of our results.8Finally, we
allow bureaucratsto reportthat the technology
is bad even when n - x. This can be justified
by assuming that there is a small set of entrepreneurs who would always choose the bad
technology, say, because they lack access to the
good one.
Because all agents, in particularall bureaucrats, are homogenous, there will be a unique
condition determining whether it pays to be
corrupt. If honest, a bureaucratobtains w. If
corrupt,he loses everything with probabilityq,
and with probability1 - q, he receives both the
wage and a bribe b =- o ( + s). Hence, if the
"corruptionconstraint,"'the inequality

6
We treat q as exogenous though it is possible to endogenize it, or even model the hierarchyof bureaucracyalong
the lines of GuillermoCalvo and StanislawWellisz's (1979)
analysis of hierarchiesin efficiency wage models (see also
JuanD. Carrillo, 1995; Rose-Ackerman,1978). Since these
extensions are not essential for our purpose, we will not
pursue them here.
7 Although a bureaucrat can falsify the technology
choice of the entrepreneur,he can never falsify having met
an entrepreneur.

8 In particular,suppose that when dealing with an entrepreneurwith a good technology, a bureaucratcan extract a
fraction of crgof the surplus, whereas the same fraction is
I, > a,, when negotiating with an entrepreneurwith the
bad technology. In the first two cases considered in Proposition 2, all entrepreneurschoose the good technology, so
only o'g would matter, but in the third case, where some
entrepreneurschoose the bad technology, both ab and oyg
appearin the expressions, which makes the analysis more
complicated, without affecting the main results.

1
(10)

q

W

q
1-q
q

Co o

-

(T + s)

n
1-n

ff e,
o-

is violated, all bureaucratswould be corrupt
[where the second term is obtained by substituting for T + s using (4)]. In this case, all
entrepreneursreceive ffo (T + s) irrespective
of their technology choice, and the government
interventionis unambiguouslywasteful. So for
governmentinterventionto be desirable condition (10) has to hold. This observation also
explains why corruptionis harmfulin this econ-
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---

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

x -1- n)2y/ne

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

line would be reached at point E, ratherthan at
E as in Figure 1. We also need to check thatn '
1/2, since all these equations are written assuming this condition to hold. Even though this
constraint was never binding in the previous
section, it may bind when bureaucrats are
corruptible.
Optimal governmentinterventionwill therefore take one of the following three forms:9

-

U =ny +(P-x
Sg9c

--

n
nc

-

Ec

:

SSg
0

y/e

nc

x

FIGURE2. OPTIMALGOVERNMENT
INTERVENTION
WITH
POTENTIAL
CORRUPTION

(i) (11) is less restrictivethan (7), so n = x =
nf > 1/2 as given by (8);
(ii) (7) is less restrictivethan(11), and n = x =
nc > 1/2 where nc is given by imposing n =
x in (7):
(12)

omy. The role of governmentinterventionis to
make ex post transfersconditional on technology choice so that ex ante decisions are affected. When bureaucratsare corrupt,transfers
are unconditionaland governmentintervention
no longer affects ex ante choices.
In contrast, when (10) holds, no bureaucrat
will demand bribes. Hence, we simply need to
make sure that the corruptionconstraint,(10),
and the other constraintson governmentpolicy,
summarized by (7), are satisfied. Combining
(10) with the simplifiedform of the government
budget constraint,w + x/(l - n) = y, gives
the corruptionconstraintin the (x, n) space as:
(11)

x 'e

(e

+

q

201

)

Diagrammatically,we add a line representing
(11) to Figure 1 as an additionalconstraintand
repeatthe analysis. If ( 11) is less restrictivethan
(7), the public wage, set to attractagents into
bureaucracy,would be high enough that no bureaucratwould want to accept bribes and the
solution of the previous section applies.
The more interesting case, drawn in Figure
2, is when (11) is a more restrictiveconstraint
than (7). In this case, to preventcorruptionit is
necessary to pay bureaucratsa wage above the
minimum level that would attractthem to the
governmentsector, i.e., a rent. In Figure 2, this
implies thatthe constraintset is now the smaller
shaded triangle and the highest social surplus

y

1-q

nc-

y +e+e*-

q

(J

e

(iii) n = 1/2 andx is chosen so as to balance the
governmentbudget constraint,thus
(13) x = max{( -

1q

);

In this last case, governmentrevenues fall short
of supportingan allocation in which all entrepreneurschoose the good technology, and the
only way of increasingrevenuesis to have some
of the entrepreneurschoose the bad technology
and pay the tax T = y. We have the following
proposition (proof in the Appendix).
PROPOSITION 2: Suppose that bureaucrats
are corruptible. The optimal allocation is:

1. If y/e - [1 + of - (1 - q)/q]2 and f3 >
+ \e), thenthereis government
Ve (VjW

interventionwith n = x = n'as given by (8).
2. If yle E (1 + o (1 - q)lq; [1 + o- (1 and f3 > 2e + e * o- (1 -q)lq,
q)/q]2)
then the optimal allocation has government
9 Another possibility is to have a certain fraction of the
bureaucratscorrupt, and reduce the required revenue by
catching a fractionq of those. A by-productof our analysis
in the next section will be to show that this is never preferredto the allocation derived here (see the proof of Proposition 3 in the Appendix).
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interventionwith n = x = nc as given by
(12).
3. If yle < 1 + o- (1 - q)lq and 1B> e +
(1 - q)lq], then there is
yl[yle government interventionwith n = 1/2,x
u (1 - q)lq].
1/2 [yle 4. Otherwise, the optimal allocation is laissezfaire.
B. Discussion
There are a numberof results summarizedin
Proposition2. First, if q is large enough or a- is
sufficiently small, then corruption is easy to
prevent,and the corruptibilityof the bureaucrats
is not important.This is because the wage used
to attractagents to bureaucracycan also be used
to discipline them, and the same trade-off as in
the previous section applies. In contrast,if q is
small or u is large, then corruptionis tempting
for governmentemployees. To prevent corruption, bureaucratshave to be paid a rent. As long
as the market failure in question is serious
enough (i.e., A3high), it is worthwhile for the
society to withdraw a large number of agents
from the productive sector and pay them the
required rent in order to correct the market
failure (cases 2 and 3). An immediate implication is thereforethatthe potentialfor dishonesty
among bureaucratsdoes not necessarily make
governmentinterventioncounterproductive.Instead, it introduces equilibriumrents for these
employees as part of the constrained optimal
allocation.
Paradoxically, nc as given by (12) is less
than n as in (8). This implies that the introduction of the corruption constraint increases
the optimal size of the bureaucracy. Intuitively, a larger bureaucracy is useful for two
reasons. First and most importantis the tradeoff between the number of bureaucrats and
their wages in preventing corruption. With
many bureaucrats, corruption can be prevented with a low wage. This is because when
entrepreneurs are sure to be inspected (e.g.,
n = '/2), a low level of T + s is sufficient to
induce them to choose the good technology.
When T + s is small, there is only a small
bribe that bureaucrats can extract, and so a
low level of w is sufficient to prevent corruption. In contrast, when there are a few bureaucrats, a large level of T + s is needed to
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induce entrepreneursto choose the good technology, and this translates into an opportunity
for large bribes. To prevent corruption now
requires a high w. This trade-off implies that
it is cheaper to satisfy the technology constraint of the entrepreneurs, (4), not only by
increasing w, but also by having more bureaucrats (lower n) so as to reduce T + s and the
level of equilibrium bribes. In fact, it trivially
follows from (4) that in this case T + s is
smaller than in Section I, subsection B. The
second and related reason is that the corruption constraint forces public-sector wages to
increase, and this requires higher government
revenues, and more bureaucratsare needed to
raise revenues.
Because ni > n, the social surplus with
intervention,SS,, is lower than SSg, so government intervention is less desirable. Therefore,
some marketfailures, which should have been
corrected when bureaucratswere not corruptible, do not justify government intervention
when bureaucratic corruption is taken into
account.
Furthermore, n,. is decreasing in the bargaining power of bureaucrats, o-, and their
informational advantage, 1 - q. An increase
in cr or a reduction in q will reduce the
desirability of government intervention.
Nevertheless, if the optimal allocation of
resources still requires government intervention, we will observe higher wages for bureaucrats (w 'I ) and a larger government
(tic , ). At first, these patterns may look like
a government sector diverting resources
(rents) to itself by paying higher wages and
hiring more people, very much as in the theories of "bureaucratic tyranny" (e.g., Niskanen, 1971). But, in our economy, it is also
exactly the pattern that emerges when bureaucrats become harder to control (which could
be because of changes in technology, bribe
opportunities, or cultural reasons), and government intervention continues to be socially
beneficial.
Finally, if y is sufficiently small, the government will have difficulty in raising enough tax
revenue to pay the subsidies and the wages of
bureaucrats.In this case, optimal government
intervention has even more bureaucrats,n =
1/2, in an attempt to minimize bureaucratic
wages by reducing bribes and maximize reve-
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nues. Moreover, if all entrepreneurschoose the
good technology, tax revenues will again fall
short,so the optimalallocationrequiressome of
the entrepreneursto choose the bad technology
and act as a "tax base."l0 Therefore, government interventionis now less successful in two
dimensions (as comparedto the solution of the
previous section): fewer agents are becoming
entrepreneurs,and not all of them are choosing
the good technology. Even though government
interventionis now much less desirable, with a
sufficiently serious market failure, it may still
be preferredto laissez-faire.
Comparativestatics with respect to y (or to
yle) are also interesting. Since y is the output
producedby an entrepreneur,it naturallycorresponds to per capita income in the economy: a
higher level of y implies a richer economy.
Figure 3 gives the cutoff level of ,Babove which
government interventionis optimal as a function of yle (curve ,3,3). The three different regimes of Proposition 2 can be seen in this
diagram and a U shape emerges for the cutoff
level. This cutoff level, /3/3,is decreasing in y
for poor economies, then constant, and finally
increasing. The intuitive reason for the downward-sloping part is that in poor economies,
resources are limited, and the governmentbudget constraint can only be satisfied by having
some entrepreneursuse the bad technology (i.e.,
x < n) while being taxed heavily. Since the
point of the intervention is to increase x, it
becomes less desirable. In contrast, for rich
economies the governmentbudget constraintis
not as restrictive, and the key factor is the
opportunitycost of diverting productive individuals to bureaucracy. As y increases, this
opportunitycost rises and governmentintervention becomes less desirable. Even though our
model is simple and abstractsfrom many relevant considerations,this comparativestatic result emphasizes an effect that has not been
pointed out in the previous literature.
The comparative static results in Figure
3, however, assume that the extent of the externality, /3,remainsconstantas income increases.
A more flexible formulationis to assume that

10 Since entrepreneursare indifferent between the two
technologies, i.e., '1b = 7Tg = Ox, this is simply a mixedstrategyequilibrium.
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so that the importance of

the externalityalso increases with income. It is
straightforwardto verify using the expressions
in Proposition2 that there will once again exist
a cutoff /3*(y) such that if Bo > I3*(y), governmentinterventionis justified.If 032 - 1/2 in
the above formula, then the extent of market
failures increase sufficiently rapidly with income that /3*(y) is always decreasing in y. In
this case, therefore, there should always be
more interventionin richersocieties, as claimed
by the "Wagner'sLaw." In contrast,if /82 < ?/2,
then the comparative static results of Figure
3 continue to hold: the higher opportunitycost
of withdrawingagents from the productivesector dominates at high levels of income, and the
relation between income and optimal government intervention is nonmonotonic. Although
growth of income may bring new areas for
government intervention,for example, nuclear
research or increased demand for government
interventionin social problemsrelatedto demographicand sociological changes, it is plausible
that the extent of many "externalities"increase
less than proportionallywith income. So our
analysis suggests that in a numberof areas, the
higher opportunitycost of governmentintervention in rich economies may discourage government intervention.
Overall, therefore, our model suggests that
an inverse U-shaped relation between per capita income and government intervention is
possible. Such a nonmonotonic relation is
consistent with some broad patterns in the
data. Government intervention increased
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starting from the nineteenth century (see, for
example, Peter H. Lindert, 1989, 1994). An
important aspect of government involvement
was indeed an attempt to correct certain market failures. For example, investment in education for the masses, which stood at a very
low levels, increased substantially after the
intervention (see Franz Ringer, 1979). In
contrast, the 1980's experienced a shift in
political attitudes with politicians such as
Thatcher, Reagan, and Mulroney, emphasizing costs of government and attempting to reduce the scope of government involvement.
Observethatso far the optimalallocationdoes
not feature"equilibrium"
corruption;eitherthere
is laissez-faireor all bureaucratsare honest.This
is because bureaucratsare homogenous,and all
corruptionopportunitiesare the same. We will
generalizethis aspectin the next section.
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solutions. Either there is no government regulation, thus n = 1 and x = 0. Or there is no
corruption and Proposition 2 from the previ
ous section applies with q replacing q (and
n

X
>x

1/2

or n

I/2

and x < 1/2, in this

case, w ? (1 -q) * a e (T + s)lq, so neither
"honest" nor "dishonest" bureaucrats accept
bribes). For future reference, let us refer to
the social surplus of this allocation as S,1, (see
Proposition 2). What we will show in this
section is that there is a third possible solution
which will feature equilibrium corruption:intervention with partial corruption.

Let us first characterizethe optimal government regulationwith partialcorruption.This is
an allocation in which there are sufficient bureaucraticrents so that "honest"bureaucratsdo
not take bribes, but the remaining fraction m,
the "dishonest,"do. Equation (4), the technology choice constraint, becomes:

III. Heterogeneity and Equilibrium Corruption

A. Analysis
We assume that once an agent becomes a
bureaucrat,he discovers whether he is good at
taking bribes or not." Those who are good at
taking bribes (the "dishonest")get caught with
probability q ? 0, while those who are not
proficient at corruption (the "honest") get
caught with probabilityq > q. The probability
that an agent is good at taking bribes is m. In
terms of the timing of events in Sections I and
II, between stages 3 and 4, each bureaucrat
discovers whetherhe is good at taking bribes or
not, and then decides whether to demand a
bribe. Exactly the same result would hold if
bureaucratshad different "moral costs" of accepting bribes (as argued by Klitgaard, 1988),
or alternatively,if some situations were more
conducive to the detection of corruption.All we
need is some heterogeneityin the "propensity"
to accept (pay) bribes across bureaucrats
(projects).
There are now three different candidate
It is possible to assume that agents know whether or
not they are good at corruptionbefore they choose their
profession. This would introduce some adverse selection
featureswithout affecting the generalinsights. See Timothy
Besley andJohnMcLaren(1993) for an analysis of this type
of adverse selection.

(14)

ni
T+

I

-2 n

1
m

e.

As before, an entrepreneur who chooses the
good technology incurs the cost e, and receives the benefit when he obtains the subsidy. In Sections I and II, the probability of
this even was (1
bility is (1 - n)

n)ln. Now, with proba-

(1 - m)ln, the entrepreneur is inspected and receives the subsidy.
With probability (1 - n) -n/ln, there is
inspection, but the bureaucrat is corrupt and
extracts a bribe equal to or (T + s), and
irrespective of his technology choice, the entrepreneur obtains the remaining (1 - a-) (T + s), which gives (14) as the relevant
technology choice constraint. As in the previous section, if a bureaucratand an entrepreneur are caught exchanging bribes, the
entrepreneur's revenue is confiscated irre
spective of the technology choice. 12 Also
again we have imposed n ? 1/2 which will be
checked later.
We also need to ensure that "honest"bureaucrats do not accept bribes, which, with a similar
12
Without this assumptionthe governmentbudget constraint below and the technology choice constraint, (14),
would have to be slightly modified without affecting the
results.
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reasoning to above, we obtain the new partialcorruptionconstraint:
(15)

1

w

q
q

*(T + s)

lq
q

n

uf

1-n

1-m

e.

The budget constraintwith partialcorruption
is differentas well, because some of the corrupt
bureaucratsare caughtand theirreturnsare confiscated:
(16)

(1-n)

w+

+ (1n)
<(1I

-n)
*m *

(1-m)

x
-* s
n

* (1m)

(18) x

*T.

(1 -m) *w
+m.

(1-q^)

1-n
n
1-n
n

[w+

07

(T+

min{n;(1-n) *e
L,m

* I1--

The governmentstill pays w to all bureaucrats,
fraction1 - m, pay out
then"honest"bureaucrats,
a subsidywith probabilityxln, and dishonestbureaucrats,exceptthe proportionq who get caught,
pay a subsidywithprobability1 (if the technology
is bad,they claim it is good andtakethe subsidy).
As for the revenues,a proportionq of the m (1 n) dishonestbureaucratsare caught,their wages
are not paid out, and full taxes are collectedfrom
who conspiredwith the corall the entrepreneurs
ruptbureaucrats.Finally,the (1 - n) (1 - m)
withthe bad
findentrepreneurs
honestbureaucrats
technology with probability1 -- xln, and this
gives the last term.
Finally, the allocation of talent constraintbecomes:

(17)

This differs from (5) for two reasons. First,
agents recognize that if they enter bureaucracy,
with probabilitym, they will be good at taking
bribes, and thus make more than w. And they
also realize that by becoming an entrepreneur
they will have to deal with corruptbureaucrats,
thus the third term is added to the right-hand
side.
The characterizationof optimal government
interventionis more involved than before, and
in orderto simplify the algebrafrom now on we
assume oa= 1; so entrepreneursget taxed fully
when they meet a corrupt bureaucrat.Then,
combining the partial-corruptionconstraint,the
budget constraint and the allocation of talent
condition yields the constraint set for government interventionwith partial corruptionas:

q *s
-q)

n)- m q (w + T)

+ (1n)
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1-q
q
(1-n)2

n

' m '
1-

m41

1-mJ'

y

eJ

and n ? 1/2. There are three terms in (18). The
firstone requiresx to be less thann. 'Thesecond
ensures that the 1 - m proportionof the bureaucratswho are "honest"do not accept bribes
[cf., (15)]. The thirdone ensures that agents are
willing to apply to bureaucracy[cf., (17)].
Let A -A(q, m, q) mI( -m)
(1 - q) +
(1 -- q)lq *1/(1 - m) (1 - m * q). Then
Proposition3 follows (proofin the Appendix).
PROPOSITION 3: Suppose that bureaucrats
are corruptibleand that a proportion1 - m get
caughtwithprobabilityq, and a proportionm get
caught with probabilityq E (0, q). Then there
exists a uniqueQ(m, q) E (0, q) such that:
1. When q < Q(m, q), government intervention, wheneveroptimal,involves afraction m
of bureaucratsaccepting bribes (i.e., partial
corruption),and:
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(a) If y/e ? (1 + A)2 and j >
e-(y
+ \/e), then the optimal allocation has

1

x =(I-n)2y/ne

government intervention with n = x =n

as given by (8).
(b) If yle E (1 + A; (1 + A)2) and B>
2e + A - e, then the optimal allocation
has government intervention with n =
x = npC as given by n = (yle)l[(yl
e) + 1 + A].
(c) If yle < 1 + A and ,3 > e + [yl(yle) A], then the optimal allocation has government intervention with n = 1/2, x
- A).
1/2 (yle

partial-corrupt
on

contr

t

npc

y/e

HETEROGENEOUS BUREAUCRATS

2. When q- Q(m, q), government intervention, whenever optimal, involves no corruption and the optimalallocation is as given in
Proposition 2 with q substituted by q and

Puc

Governimot

1.

Interventn"
\
Corrupti

GovernmentIntervention

B. Discussion

13 In other examples of corruptionin the literature,heterogeneity is also important.For example, in Mookherjee
and Png (1995) corruptionmay be optimal because eliminating all corruptionwould induce excessive enforcement
effort from some law enforcers.
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WITH
CORRUPTION
FIGURE4. EQuILIBRIUM

sez-faire.

Proposition3 gives a characterizationof optimal intervention with heterogeneity among
bureaucrats.It formalizes one of our claims in
the introduction:for certainparametervalues, it
is optimal to have government interventionto
deal with the market failure, but at the same
time allow some of the governmentemployees
to be corrupt.Clearly, heterogeneityamong bureaucratsis crucial for equilibriumcorruption.
In the previous section, where bureaucratswere
homogenous, optimal governmentpolicy never
involved corruption.13Intuitively, the market
failure is serious enough and requiresintervention. Nevertheless, preventing all corruptionis
excessively costly, so intervention with some
corruptionis the best option.
The technical intuition of this result can be
easily seen in Figure 4. As the propositionsuggests, the comparison between partial corruption and no corruptionboils down to whether
the constraint set under one regime is larger
than the other. In this figure HH is the curve
that would apply with "homogenous bureau-

c--OOSIr

c,I

=

(d) Otherwise the optimal allocation is lais-

oT =

UIn- --- U

-)on

No corruption

No Govemment
Intervention

Q(m,q)
FIGURE

5.

q

PATFERNS OF GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION

crats," each getting caught with probabilityq.
Since a fraction m of bureaucratscan only be
caughtwith probability4'< q, points along this
line cannot be achieved. Instead, all corruption
could be prevented by offering a high-enough

wage to ensure that even bureaucratswith q4do
not accept bribes, and this gives the smaller
could
the government
triangle. Altenatively,
allow partial corruption, which gives the shaded
triangle as the relevant constraint set. Since this

shaded triangle is larger than the no-corruption
triangle,partialcorruptionyields a largerchoice
set, and is thereforepreferredto no corruption
in this case.
Figure 5 illustrates the optimal patter of
government intervention-in the space (p, 4u).
The critical level for 4, Q(m, q), separatesthe
two regimes of government intervention(with
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and without partialcorruption).The cutoff levf3 in both regimes (I,3 and n,) are
decreasing functions of q, because a less corruptible bureaucracymakes government intervention more desirable. The thick lower
envelope of these two lines separates the regions of governmentinterventionand no intervention, and is also decreasing.
Figure 5 also gives us a sense of when an
optimal allocation with corruption is more
likely to arise. The cutoff level in the corruption
regime, 0, is an increasingfunction of m and a
decreasingfunction of q. This reflects again the
fact that governmentinterventionis more likely
to be optimal when corruptionis less of a problem. On the other hand, the cutoff line in the
no-corruption regime, f3,, depends only on q.
A reductionin m (or an increase in q) therefore
only shifts down the cutoff line I,3. A downward shift of the curve /,3 increases Q and
enlargesthe region where governmentintervention with partialcorruptionis optimal.Hence, a
low m (i.e., relatively few "dishonest"bureaucrats) and a high value of q (i.e., "honest"
bureaucratsbeing relatively easy to monitor)
make partial corruptionmore desirable. These
observations fit many instances of government
interventionin the developed world where corruptionexists, but is not the norm.For example,
national defense is an important public good
and there are instances of corruptionin defense
procurementsin the OECD countries, but they
appear to be relatively rare. In contrast, the
corruptionexperiences of many LDCs may be
at odds with this picture. In particular, it is
difficult to make an argument that licensing
private businesses in Lima as in the cases discussed by DeSoto (1989) or the widespread
corruptionin the Philippinesduringthe reign of
Marcos were designed to correct major market
failures. In fact, the proportionof corruptbureaucratsin many LDCs appearsto be very high
to fit our case of optimal partial corruption,
which requires a low value of m. The model
therefore suggests that it is easier to justify the
instances of corruptionin the advanced economies as costs of optimal governmentintervention, but much harderto do so for the LDCs.
Another interesting comparativestatic exercise would be to uncover the link between corruptionand (relative) wages in the government
sector (w). In our model, the correlation beels of
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tween governmentpay and corruptiondepends
on which parametersdiffer across countries (or
time periods). For example, suppose q increases. Then the partial-corruptionregime becomes more desirablerelative to no corruption.
Also, since honest bureaucrats are easier to
monitor, government wages can be reduced.
Therefore,if the main differencebetween countries is due to differences in monitoringpossibilities, we expect a negative relation between
government pay and corruption. In contrast,
supposem increases:this will make government
interventionwith partial corruptionless desirable, but as long as we stay in the regime where
it is optimalto have governmentintervention,w
will increase, the fraction of agents who are
corruptwill increase, and the size of the bureaucracy (1 - n) will also grow. Therefore,when
countries differ with respect to the fraction of
"dishonest"bureaucrats,we expect a positive
relationbetween wages and corruption.
Finally, the comparative static results with
respect to y are similar to those in the previous
section. When q ? Q(m, q), Proposition 2
applies and we have the same results as before.
When q < Q(m, q), there is equilibriumcorruption,but the extent of governmentintervention once again depends on how high yle is
relative to f3 and q. If y is small, the constraint
on governmentinterventionis governmentrevenues, and an increase in y makes intervention
more desirable.When y is high, the opportunity
cost of withdrawing agenits from the private
sector becomes more important,and furtherincreases in y make interventionless desirable(as
long as ,Bdoes not increase rapidly with y).
IV. Extensions
A. Misallocation of Talent
Anothercriticism of governmentintervention
is that it distorts the allocation of other resources, for example talent. Our model implies
that this may also be a feature of optimal governmentintervention.In the presence of rents in
one sector, talent will be naturallymisallocated
(see Acemoglu and Verdier 119981for a more
detailed discussion of misallocation of talent).
To formalizethis, considerthe model of Section
II where all bureaucratsface the same probability of getting caught, q. However, assume that
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each agent has a cost c of enteringentrepreneurship. c is the private informationof an agent,
and cannotbe verified.Those with low c have a
comparativeadvantagefor entrepreneurship
relative to bureaucracy.We assume that c has a
distributionF(c) in the populationwith support
[0, c]. We also assume that c < y - e so that
the first best would still involve all agents
choosing entrepreneurship.Now consider the
configurationof parameterssuch that (7) is less
restrictivethan (1 1). We know from our previous analysis that in the absence of the costs, all
agentswantedto enterbureaucracy.This will be
truea fortioriwhen enteringthe privatesector is
costly. In other words, we will have:
w>y-c-

1-n
n
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for all c. Since the governmentcannotcondition
its hiring on c (it is not observed), a random
selection of applicants will be chosen for bureaucracy. Therefore, as long as some agents
have a comparative advantage for private sector, the corruption constraint, whenever it is
binding, will lead to some degree of misallocation of talent.
B. Interior Solutions
The optimal allocations in our analysis so far
were corner solutions, n = x, n = 1/2, or n =
1 (and x = 0). This implies that changes in ,3
never led to changes in x (unless they switched
the economy from no interventionto the regime
with governmentintervention).
To illustrate how some degree decreasing
returnschanges our results, we modify the externality from (3 * x to ,3 * xa with a < 1.
Therefore, the externality from entrepreneurs
using the good technology is always positive
but exhibits decreasing returns.The analysis of
the previous sections would carry over unchanged and the same constraintsets as in Figures 1, 2, and 4 will apply in the three cases we
analyzed (respectively, without corruptionconstraint,with corruptionconstraintand homogenous bureaucrat,and with corruptionconstraint
and heterogeneous constraints). However, instead of maximizing a linear function, we now
have a concave function. Figure 6 draws the

FIGURE6. INTERIOR
SOLUTIONS

diagrammaticform of the maximization problem with the corruptionconstraintand homogenous bureaucratsas in Section II. The diagram
shows that if the objective function is sufficiently concave (a low enough), then an interior
solution is possible. This interiorsolution would
have the same features as the cases we discussed earlier. In particular,there will be rents
for governmentemployees, and this allocation
would be preferredto no governmentregulation
if the market failure it is trying to correct is
sufficientlyimportant(i.e., 13high enough). It is
straightforwardto check that an increase in (3
would now lead to an increase in x, thus the
more importantis the externality, the larger is
the fraction of people induced to choose the
good technology. Moreover, the comparative
static results of Section II continue to hold. For
example, for given ,B, an increase in y at first
makes governmentinterventionmore desirable
as governmentrevenues increase, but as further
increases in y raises the opportunity cost of
intervention, government regulation becomes
less desirable.
V. Conclusion
Textbooks on public finance emphasize the
role of the government in correcting market
failures. In reality, we observe many government failures which may be hard to reconcile
with the textbook view. We argue in this
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paper that as long as three plausible conditions are satisfied, optimal government intervention aimed at correcting important market
failures will be associated precisely with
these observed government failures. These
three conditions are:
1. Government intervention requires "bureaucrats" to gather informationand implement
policies.
2. At least some of the agents who enter bureaucracy are corruptible,in the sense that
they are willing to misrepresenttheir information at the right price.
3. There is some amount of heterogeneity
among bureaucrats.
These three features imply that government
intervention will create corruption opportunities, rents for public employees, and misallocation of resources. The possibility of corruption
is likely to increase the size of governmentand
public-sector wages, as compared to the case
where corruption was not possible. And yet,
these many faces of governmentfailure do not
necessarily imply that governmentintervention
is harmful.They may arise because the government is trying to tax some activities while subsidizing others in order to deal with market
failures.
Not all instances of governmentintervention
are in line with this story. Our model predicts
that government intervention with partial corruptionis likely to be optimal only when corruptionis relatively rare and the marketfailure
it is trying to correct is relatively important.
Many cases of corruption from developing
countries do not fit this pattern.This suggests
that even though corruptionin LDCs may be
"equilibrium,"it is unlikely to be "optimal."
Our analysis is clearly special because we assumed governmentpolicies to be optimally determined. Nevertheless, a simple theoretical
frameworkof optimal governmentintervention
may be the place to start in assessing the pros
and cons of governmentinterventionin different environments.Furtherresearch to analyze
how "equilibrium"governmentpolicies and optimal government intervention interact would
be useful.
Finally, an interesting and important issue
that we have not discussed is the foundations
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of the distinction between bureaucratic corruption and corruption in the private sector.
The conventional wisdom is that the former is
much more harmful, but we are not aware of
any formal analysis of this issue. This paper
emphasized the role of government policy in
modifying ex post returns and thus affecting
ex ante behavior. Corruption prevents this
useful role of government intervention. If private corruption has less scope for influencing
ex ante behavior, it will be less harmful.
Nevertheless, in many situations, corruption
in the private sector may hinder contracting
between agents and lead to similar inefficiencies. The analysis of these issues is also an
obvious area for future research.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF PROPOSITION2:
Suppose bureaucratsare corruptibleand the
governmentintervenes.We can characterizethe
total surplus as:
? [1 + o- (1 -- q)/q]2, (11) is less
restrictivethan (7), thus the solution is then
> 1/2 and SS - (y - ,
n-x-n
e)

1. If y/e

Vy7(Vy+ Ve).

2. If yle C (1 + o- (1 - q)Iq; [1 r- oS (1 q)/q]2), then (11) is more restrictivethan (7)
and y is sufficiently high that all entrepreneurs choose the good technology: n = x =
e)
[(y +
nc > 1/2, nc < n and SS,
y]l[y + e + e * 0 (1 - q)lq].
3. If yle < 1 + o-I (1 - q)lq, then (10) is
more restrictivethan (7) but y is low so that
if all entrepreneurschoose the good technology, there will not be enough government
revenue to pay the bureaucrats.Thus, we
have n = 1/2,x = max{ 1/2 (yle -oI (1 q)/q), O} and SSc = 1/2 y + 1/2 (-e)
[yle - or (1 - q)/q].
If there is no intervention, total surplus is
= y. ComparingSCin the three cases with
y, we obtain Proposition2.
SSng

PROOF OF PROPOSITION3:
Suppose the government intervenes and
wishes to allow partialcorruptionwith the fraction m of bureaucratswho are "dishonest"and
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are accepting bribes. The optimal allocation is
given as:
1. If yle < I + A, thenn = 1/2. In this case,

the partial-corruptionconstraint is binding
and the allocation of talent constraint is
slack. The numberof entrepreneurschoosing
the good technology is: x = max{ 1/2 [yle -

MARCH2000

while the feasible set (DP, for interventionwith
corruptionis:
(A3)
(x, n) suchthatn :
FI)c{x?minjn(1

n e

(1-n)2

e

and only if: A(q, m, q) ? (1 -

and x = nP. We have social surplus:
Ssp, = [(yle) * (y + C - e)l(yle + I +
A)].

3. If yle > (1 + A)2, then the allocation constraintis binding and we have n x = n as
given by (8). SS . = SSg as in Section II,
subsection B.
Now that we have the surplus from government intervention with partial corruption
we can compare this surplus to that

from government interventionwith no corrup(SSng)

and to output with laissez-faire

.

First, note that irrespectiveof parametervalues, the social surplus of no intervention is
always SS,,g = y. Second, comparing government intervention with no corruption (SS,1.) to
intervention with partial corruption (SSPL) is

equivalent to comparingthe constraintssets of
these regimes in the space of (x, n). The feasible set of points (x, n), for interventionwithout corruption,(Dn,, is given by:
(x,n) suchthatnz?
(A2)

C
if

q)lq. This

+ I + A

(m + 1

tion (SS,,,),

'

condition is equivalent to:
-

(SSp,),

}

(Dpc (and therefore SSP, is larger than SSnC)

e

n,=

--y

Comparing(A2) to (A3), it follows that (n

y

(A1)

and

n) -A(q,m,q)-n;

+ '/2
V/2y
A]; 01. Social surplus is SS,
(13- e) [yle - A].
2. If yle E (1 + A, (I + A)2), then the

partial-corruptionconstraint is binding, the
size of the private sector is:

1/2;

'1' l x I< in{(]-n)

-q t;

-

q)

ne
_'1n)2

tn e

*y

V2 ; and

}|

--m9)

' (1-m)(1

-4).

The left-hand side of this inequalityis continuously decreasing in q E (0, q), from a maximum of 1 - m to (1 - m)(1 - q). The
right-handside is a quadraticfunction, B(q),
and is increasing for q C (0, min(q, ql2 +
(1 - q/2m))). Moreover, B(O) = 0, and
B(min(q, q/2 + (1 - q)/2m)) ' B(q) = 1-

q. It thereforefollows that there exists a unique
Q(nm, q) E (0, min(q, (q/2) + (1 -q)/2m))
such that, B(q) ' (1 - m) (1 - q) if and
only if q ?, Q(m, q). Hence, when q is smaller
than this threshold, we have A(q, m, q) ' (1 q)lq, and governmentinterventionwith partial

corruptionwill be preferredto government intervention with no corruptionwhile when q is
larger than Q(m, q), no corruption is preferred.14
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